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1. What problems was hypertext proposed to solve? 

Hypertext, or HTML, was created to help users retrieve information easier 

and at a more flexible.  When people moved from place to place, their files 

were lost.  Hypertext was created for users to be able to save and retrieve 

files and information even if they had moved. 

2. Where will your websites (once you make them) live? 

Once I make my websites, one will live at baumaned.msu.domains, and 

the other will live at 410.baumaned.msu.domain.  They will both be stored 

on WordPress. 

3. Who is your ISP at MSU? 

Our ISP is MSUnet, managed by MSU’s IT department. 

Bing Search 

4A. Searching “learning to make web pages” returned 4,250,000 results 

including https://www.thesitewizard.com/html-tutorial/html-4-xhtml-

tutorial-1.shtml and http://www.smplanet.com/teaching/webpage . I 

believe 90% of the results were relevant and relate to the search. 

4B. Searching “learning to make web pages” with quotation marks on 

Bing.com returned 4,250,000 results such as 

http://www.learnhowtomakeawebpage.com/ and http://www.make-a-

web-site.com/ . I think about 80% of the results actually relate to the 

search.   

4C. There was no difference between the numbers of search results. 

4D. The content of the search results was pretty much the same besides a 

couple differences in the first couple of pages. 

Google Search 

5A. Searching “learning to make web pages” on Google returned 

103,000,000 results such as https://www.codecademy.com/learn/web and 

http://www.how-to-build-websites.com/ . I estimate that 90% of the 

results were relevant to the actual search. 
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5B. Searching “learning to make web pages” with quotation marks on 

Google returned 11,500 results such as https://prezi.com/6pmjrrse7-

vy/learning-to-make-web-pages-using-html/ and 

http://www.angelfire.com/tn/appaloosas/awdlinks.html . I estimate that 

about 70% of the results were pertaining to the actual search.   

5C. A search engine is a program that fetches information and items in a 

database that corresponds to keywords while a directory is a collection of 

data organized into categories, linking other web sites and categorizing 

links. 
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